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Abstract. Grid computing is a relatively new and promising research area.
Many problems regarding its deployment are still been studied and are not
clearly solved yet. Scheduling on the grid is particular challenging since new
aspects must be taken into account, such as grid size (which can be huge),
heterogeneity of resources and their ownership by different entities. Globus
Toolkit copes with the scheduling on the grid problem with a solution that
involves resource managers and brokers. Our proposal is to use the broker
itself to hide heterogeneous resources. This broker, exposed as a compliant
OGSA/OGSI grid service, was able to access heterogeneous resources,
including intermittent resources as well as GRAM/fork resources.

1. Introduction
The use of computational grids as platform to execute parallel applications is a
promising research area. The possibility to allocate unprecedented amounts of resources
to a parallel application and to make it with lower cost than traditional alternatives
(based in parallel supercomputers) is one of the main attractive in grid computing. On
the other hand, the grid characteristics, such as high heterogeneity, complexity and wide
distribution (traversing multiple administrative domains), create many new technical
challenges, which need to be addressed.
In particular, the area of scheduling faces entirely new challenges in grid
computing. The grid is just too big for a single entity to control. Moreover, the resources
that comprise a grid are owned by many different entities, rendering it administratively
unacceptable that a single entity controls all resources. Therefore, the grid must have
multiple entities that divide the responsibility of scheduling. In the current state of art,
these entities are resource managers and brokers [9]. A resource manager controls a set
of the resources that compose the grid. The only way to access a resource is submitting a
request to its resource manager. A broker schedules applications on the grid. It does not
control resources, however. Therefore, it must rely on the services provided by resource
managers (or other brokers).
The distinction between resource managers and brokers has been made explicit
in Globus [13], a de facto grid standard. In a Globus grid, all resource managers expose
themselves to the grid as GRAM modules [9]. In fact, Globus GRAM can be thought as
an interface1 designed to isolate resource managers from brokers. The rationale is to hide
the details of each resource manager from the brokers, allowing brokers to consider only
one kind of resource manager in the grid.
In practice, however, resource managers seem to be too dissimilar to be hidden
behind GRAM. For example, when using GRAM/LSF or GRAM/Easy, one must
specify the number of processor and the time they must be available to the application.
When using GRAM/fork, neither of these parameters is required. With GRAM/Condor,
on the other hand, one must describe the job’s needs as a “classified add”. Therefore, in
practice brokers end up having to know which kind of GRAM they are dealing with,
which defeats part of the goal of isolating resource managers from brokers.
Moreover, we found it extremely hard to implement a GRAM module to give
access to intermittent resources. An intermittent resource is computational resource that
appears and disappears with no previous notice, have unknown and varying power and
may return incorrect results. Although providing very weak service, intermittent
resources can be very useful, as has been demonstrated by SETI@home [2] and other
volunteer grids.
Here, we investigate an alternative to distinguish brokers from resource
managers. Our proposal does not require brokers to use GRAM to communicate with
the resources. The solution architecture is simple and makes it is much easier to access
new types of resources then it would be with GRAM. The broker we implemented
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extends MyGrid [6], a grid solution for Bag-of-Tasks applications. Bag-of-Tasks (BoT)
applications are those parallel applications whose tasks are completely independent.
Although simple, BoT applications are used in a variety of scenarios, including data
mining, massive searches (such as key breaking), parameter sweeps [1], simulations,
fractal calculations, computational biology [21], and computer imaging [19] [20].
Using Globus 3.x, we present MyGrid to the grid as an OGSI-compliant broker
that specializes in BoT applications. MyGrid, besides using intermittent resources
directly, is able to access GRAM/fork resources. We are currently working on enabling
MyGrid to access spaced-shared GRAMs, such as GRAM/LSF and GRAM/Easy [7].
MyGrid is open source software and has a user base of around 40 users. MyGrid is
available at http://www.ourgrid.org/mygrid.

2. Related Work
Grid computing is a very active area of research [5] [11]. Although it has started within
High Performance Computing, people have realized that grid technology could be used
to deliver computational services on-demand. This observation has emerged from the
merge between GridServices and WebServices technologies, as seen in standards like
OGSI [22] and its successor WSMF [8]. These standards are currently being
implemented by both academia and industry. Most notably, these standards are being
implemented by Globus [13], maybe the project with greatest visibility in Grid
Computing.
Regarding scheduling, Condor is likely the work closely related to ours. As
MyGrid, Condor provides a complete solution for BoT applications, uses GRAM
resources (via Condor/G [12]), and exports local resources to the grid (via
GRAM/Condor). The main difference to MyGrid is exactly that Condor exports local
resources via GRAM. MyGrid, on the other hand, uses resources directly, exporting
only the service that can be obtained with them via its BoT broker interface.

3. MyGrid Broker
MyGrid has evolved from a personal grid enabling software to a high level service
broker. First, MyGrid has come to solve a one man’s problem: to run thousands of
simulations in many machines distributed geographically and administratively. Later,
this problem has shown to be a common one. More people come up with the same
situation. So, it was decided to improve and distribute MyGrid solution.
MyGrid was initially conceived to be a complete solution to execute Bag-ofTasks applications in a personal grid. By “personal grid”, we mean all machines one has
access to. By “complete solution”, we mean that the solution is self-contained since it
provides tools for building the grid infrastructure and offers services to distribute the
application to the machines. These goals are achieved by the scheduling service and the
abstractions.
MyGrid scheduling services uses its abstractions to farm out the user application
to the grid machines. In MyGrid parlance, grid machines are those that compose the grid
and execute the user’s applications. In contrast, home machine refers to the machine
where the broker itself is running.

A MyGrid application is a job composed by a set of independent tasks. The
scheduler chooses a grid machine to execute each task. There are two scheduling
heuristics available to MyGrid scheduler: WorkQueueWithReplication [16] and
StorageAffinity [17]. The former is most suitable to CPU-intensive applications and the
later to data intensive applications. Both uses replication in order to improve the overall
application performance, since these heuristics does not take into account information
about the environment and the application [6].
In order to ease the development of applications that run over the grid, MyGrid
provides some abstractions. These abstractions virtualize grid resources, making them
simple to use. Playpen and storage are abstractions that mean to hide the file system of
the remote machine. Playpen is a temporary directory that, as it name suggests,
circumvent a limited area to the application on the remote machine. It is possible to
transfer and retrieve files to the playpen. Normally, a task is executed under this
directory. The storage area is similar to the playpen, except that it is not a temporary
directory. It can share data among executions of different tasks and even jobs.
Note that MyGrid does not control the grid machines of the grid. It simply uses
them to assign tasks to be executed. Moreover, other entities or services can be used to
acquire new machines, thus augmenting one’s grid. This distinction became more
clearly with the advent of the OurGrid [3]. MyGrid broker is one of the building blocks
of OurGrid architecture.

4. MyGrid as a Grid Service
MyGrid can be accessed through an OGSI compliant grid service. This allows the
MyGrid broker to be used as a high level scheduling service to the grid infrastructure
that is based on this architecture specification. The exposed OGSI interface allows
submitting BoT jobs and monitoring the status of the tasks as well as the use of each
machine by the scheduler.
A set of requirements are necessary to create a grid service: (i) It must adhere to
OGSI, which defines a minimum set of services a grid service must implement in order
to support requirements demanded by OGSA; (ii) It must be deployed in a grid service
hosting environment. The environment used to deploy MyGrid was the one provided by
Globus Toolkit 3.0 [13].
In order to execute applications in a grid using MyGrid broker, the client needs
to send it jobs and, optionally, machines to be used. The job and the grid are informed in
description files. The status of the jobs and machines of the grid can be monitored by
adequate methods.

5. Accessing Resources
As the current practice, we tried to use GRAM as the standard method to access
resources [9]. However, there is no available GRAM implementation for intermittent
resources. An intermittent resource is a computational resource that appears and
disappears with no previous notice, has unknown and varying power and may return
incorrect results. Intermittent resources are those assumed by most public computing
initiatives, such as SETI@home [2]. In fact, it is amusing that one can obtain good
performance and reliable results from such weak kind of resources. Good performance

is assured by eager schedulers [4][14][16][17], which use task replication to tolerate
computational power variability without relying on resource performance forecasts.
Reliable results can be assured by massive replication [2], or by a (much more efficient)
credibility-based strategy [18].
Anyhow, implementing a new GRAM module is the natural solution for the lack
of GRAM implementation that gives access to intermittent resources. However, we
found that hiding intermittent resources behind GRAM would be too much of a stretch.
The weak guarantees provided by intermittent resources would lead brokers to treat this
kind of GRAM in a totally differently way. We thus decided not to expose intermittent
resources via GRAM. Instead, we hide intermittent resources behind a broker (i.e. the
broker has non-Globus access to the intermittent resources). This design was motivated
by the fact that intermittent resources are not useful in general. Intermittent resources are
useful for applications that can trivially recover from the loss of a processor. BoT
applications fit this requirement.
The first mechanism MyGrid used to access resources was User Agent (UA).
User Agent acts in behalf of the client on the remote resource. As this should not be the
only way to use a resource, we needed to define an interface to standardize the behavior
of the various type of resource access. We realized that for a resource to be useful for
BoT application, we need only three functionalities: to transfer files from base machine
to remote machine, to run tasks in the remote machine and transfer files from remote
machine to base machine. An interface is important because it unifies the way to access
the resources, but, on the other hand, it can reduce the behavior of a given resource to
what is essentially needed. Keeping this in mind, we defined the GridMachine interface
(GuM) that exposes the behavior expected for a machine to be part of a grid. GuM
interface has the following methods: run, transferTo, transferFrom, kill and ping. Kill is
used to kill a task on the remote machine and ping verifies if the resource is up.
After we defined the GuM interface, we developed the GlobusGridMachine, a
Globus proxy that implements GuM. In this way, we can use the GRAM resources that
are available. GlobusGridMachine uses the GSI infrastructure [10] to authenticate the
users and GridFTP to transfer files from base machine to remote machine and viceversa. MyGrid was developed to use all resources the user has access to. In this way, if
the user has a Globus grid, MyGrid can send tasks to them. Here, we must unify to
concerns: MyGrid task is equivalent to a Globus job.
Note that to run jobs in remote machines via UA or GRAM we need some
software previously installed such as UA daemon or Globus Toolkit, respectively. Since
we intend to enable the use of “whatever resources a user has access to”, we cannot take
this for granted. Users often do not have specific software installed on their personal
machines. With this vision in mind, we develop the GridScript, an implementation of
GuM that just need scripts that describe how to transfer files and remotely execute
commands. Thus, we translate “having access to a resource” into “having a command
line way to access a resource”. In practice, most user rely on ssh/scp for GridScript.

6 Results
Figure 1 shows the mean execution time of the executed tasks, whereas Figure 2 shows
the mean overhead. It is easy to notice that GlobusGridMachine executed much slower

then the other ones. As a first thought, we considered that this happens because Globus
security infrastructure adds an extra overhead to the total execution time. However,
GridScript also works under a security infrastructure, and, surprisingly it performed
much better than Globus. In fact, GridScript performed almost as well as UserAgent,
which does not currently employ strong cryptography methods to assure security
(although nothing precludes it from implementing such methods). We conjecture that,
since ssh/scp are very mature software, their cryptography implementation is much
optimized.
In Figure 3 shows the efficiency of GuM’s implementations. We measured
different sizes of tasks and perceived that as granularity of the task grows, the
GlobusGridMachine becomes more efficient. This behavior is explained because the
overhead is amortized by the total time.

Figure 1 - Total time of execution

Figure 2 - Overhead of each GuM implementation

Figure 3 - Efficiency of the GuM’s implementations

Anyhow, maybe even more important than gauging the overhead of each
implementation, it is to show case that our architecture works as intended.

7. Conclusions
We here present an alternative way to integrate resources into a Globus grid. Instead of
implementing the GRAM interface, we make these resources available via a high-level
application-specific broker, effectively hiding these resources from the grid. The
rationale behind our design is two-fold. First, the resources we export (intermittent
resources) are considerably different from the resources traditionally made available via
GRAM. Second, the applications for which such resources are useful for are well
covered by our broker (called MyGrid, which targets Bag-of-Tasks applications).
However, since most designs are trade-offs, our approach has a drawback. It
precludes multiple brokers from using the same resources. When this is needed, a broker
must delegate work to the broker that is “hiding” the resources of interest. It is not yet
clear the practical impact of this restriction, but we believe that our approach is a better
trade-off than stretching GRAM as an interface.
Maybe a cleaner solution would be to define a few interfaces, instead of just one,
to separate resource managers from brokers. For example, GRAM/LSF and
GRAM/Easy are very alike and could be easily put together into a “GRAM-SpaceShared”. Also, one can see intermitted resources as a (weaker) special case of timeshared resources (i.e. GRAM/fork). We suspect that a few interfaces organized in a
hierarchical fashion would provide a much cleaner abstraction for resources in a grid
than the current one-size-fits-all GRAM.
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